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RESUMEN
Analizamos el papel que juegan las fuerzas de marea en la evolu ion de la
perdida de masa en sistemas binarios. Las fuerzas de marea produ en os ila iones en
la super ie de las estrellas que no se en uentran en orrota ion o bien uyas orbitas
son ex entri as. Usando un modelo numeri o bidimensional sen illo, mostramos la
dependen ia de las amplitudes de os ila ion on el radio estelar y on la velo idad angular de rota ion. Dado que las amplitudes de os ila ion se in rementan
rapidamente on un in remento en el radio estelar, fases importantes de perdida de
masa deben presentarse po o despues de que la estrella deja la se uen ia prin ipal.
Sugerimos que las trazas evolutivas de estrellas que forman parte de sistemas binarios fuera de equilibrio podran diferir en forma signi ativa de las trazas evolutivas
para estrellas aisladas.
ABSTRACT
The role played by tidal for es in shaping the mass-loss history of binary stars
is dis ussed. Tidal for es drive os illations on the surfa e of stars whose rotation
and orbital periods are not syn hronized and/or whose orbits are e entri . Using a
simple, two-dimensional numeri al model, we show how the os illation amplitudes
depend on the star's radius and its rotational angular velo ity in a given system.
Ex ept for syn hronous systems, our models for ir ular orbits result in os illating
stellar surfa es, with periods depending on the ratio of the spin to the orbital angular velo ites. In the ase of e entri systems, as the star spins-down (or spins-up)
due to tidal torques, large amplitude os illations are predi ted when a resonan e
between the spin and orbital angular velo ities is en ountered, suggesting the o urren e of numerous episodes of enhan ed mass-loss in its ir ularization times ale.
Be ause the amplitudes of the os illations in rease rapidly with an in reasing stellar
radius, tidal os illations will most likely drive a phase of rapid and probably nonspheri ally symmetri mass-loss as the star leaves the main sequen e and expands.
Furthermore, enhan ed mass-loss rates might be expe ted even from MS stars in
non-equilibrium binary systems, when ompared with analogous single stars. Thus,
we suggest that the mass-loss history and the post-MS evolutionary tra ks followed
by stars in non-equilibrium binary systems may di er signi antly from those of single stars. Systems su h as  Carinae and the Wolf-Rayet/Luminous Blue Variable
HD 5980 may be displaying the onsequen es of tidally driven pulsations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The mass{loss history of massive stars is losely onne ted to their evolution. Four general stages an be
de ned: 1) persistent, radiation{pressure driven winds during the Main Sequen e (MS); 2) sudden eruptive
events after the star leaves the MS, asso iated with a slow wind, and believed to orrespond to the Luminous
Blue Variable evolutionary phase in massive stars; 3) radiation{driven fast wind phases during subsequent ore
He,C-burning stages, generally asso iated with Wolf{Rayet (WR) stars; and 4) the supernova (SN) explosion.
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The a tual mass{loss rates depend upon the properties (i.e., mass, radius, e e tive temperature, metalli ity,
stellar rotation) of the underlying star (see review by Kudritzki & Puls 2000), properties whi h are hanging
as the star evolves. In binaries (whi h onstitute 50% of all stars), intera tion e e ts between the two
omponents also play a role. Tidal for es are responsible for the evolution of the orbital parameters, and when
the orbit is e entri and/or when the orbital and rotational periods are not syn hronized, tidal for es drive the
system towards an equilibrium state through the transfer between orbital and rotational angular momentum
and energy (see, for example, Zahn 1989, and referen es therein).
The theoreti al omputations of post{MS massive star evolution, in lude a rapid phase of mass loss through
the lassi al Ro he Lobe Over ow (RLO) s enario (see, for example, de Greve 1996). However, the RLO models
are valid only for equilibrium onditions. But ir ularization times ales are, in general, too long ompared with
MS lifetimes of massive stars for an equilibrium state to have been a hieved before the star leaves the MS.
Thus, we propose that, as the star's radius in reases, and the amplitude of the tidal os illations grow, it is very
likely that a signi ant mass{shedding series of events will o ur before the star's radius rea hes the dimensions
of the lassi al Ro he Lobe, preventing it from ever rea hing it.
In this paper we dis uss some of the (instantaneous) e e ts that tidal for es produ e on the surfa e layers
of stars in binary systems, and the dependen e of these e e ts on the stellar radius and rotation velo ity. A
model of eruptions driven by tidal os illations might be appli able to binary systems su h as HD 5980 in the
SMC (Koenigsberger et al. 1999),  Carinae, and the 7.9 year periodi eruptor WR 140, among others.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
We have developed a simple two{dimensional tidal intera tion model in whi h stellar rotation is in luded
(Moreno & Koenigsberger 1999). The two stars in the binary system have masses m1 and m2 , and radii R1
and R2 . The orbit has a semi{major axis a and e entri ity e. The stellar rotation is hara terized by the
parameter =!/ , where ! and are the stellar rotation angular velo ity and the orbital angular velo ity,
respe tively. The equators of both stars are assumed to lie in the orbital plane. Ea h of the stars is analyzed
separately by solving the equation of motion for (in this paper) 100 surfa e elements lo ated along the equator
in a thin shell. This thin shell lies deep enough within the atmosphere so that the os illations an be treated as
adiabati , but high enough so that the amount of mass lying above it is negligible. The main body of the star,
interior to the shell, is assumed to behave as a rigid body and the tidal deformation is assumed to o ur mainly
in the external shell. Clearly, this approximation of the responding region of the star to only one thin shell is a
simpli ed pi ture of the true phenomenon. In reality, all layers of the star are subje ted to the tidal for es, and
the intera tion between the response of ea h layer with its underlying and overlying layers will determine the
overall behavior at the os illations. However, the model provides a general pi ture of the role that the di erent
physi al for es play in distorting the stellar surfa e, and the dependen e of this deformation on the values of
the stellar and orbital parameters, and on the vis osity of the gas. For more general models, the reader is
referred to, for example, Kumar, Ao & Quataert (1995), Willems et al. (1997), and referen es therein.
In the non{inertial referen e system entered on m1 and rotating with the orbital angular velo ity , the
equation of motion to solve for ea h element on the surfa e of the equatorial shell of m1 is:
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where aINT is the total inertial a eleration on the element, other than the gravitational due to m1 and m2 ;
r, r1, r2 are the positions, respe tively, of the surfa e element, of m1 , and of m2, with respe t to an inertial
system; and r0 , v0 are the position and velo ity of the element in the non{inertial frame.
In the non{gravitational inertial a eleration aINT we in lude the following for es: (i) the internal outward

gas pressure for e on the surfa e element, (ii) the lateral azimuthal for e on the element due to possible di erent
gas pressures exerted by adja ent elements, and (iii) the radial and azimuthal vis ous for es exerted by adja ent
azimuthal elements and by material below the given element, respe tively. A more detailed des ription of the
model and method of solution an be found in Moreno & Koenigsberger (1999).
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Fig. 1. Os illations of the maximum stellar radius. (a) Behavior of Rmax as a fun tion of time for the 20 R
model and =0.4 (sub{syn hronous rotation). The os illation period is 22.43 days, although the orbital period
is only 12.95 days. (b) Os illation period of the maximum radius as a fun tion of . At =1, no os illations
are present. Triangles and squares indi ate omputations with di erent stellar radii, as indi ated.
The degree of surfa e deformation is quanti ed using the parameter Rmax = max[Ri ℄, the maximum radius
a hieved by the star in a given dire tion at any given time. The radii Ri orrespond to the 100 individual surfa e
elements, with R1 belonging to the surfa e element whi h fa es the ompanion at the time the al ulation is
started. The \tidal bulge" oin ides with the set of surfa e elements that in lude Rmax , and in systems that
are lose to an equilibrium on guration, the bulge is oriented in the general dire tion of the ompanion. Far
from equilibrium, for large values of the rotational velo ity, however, at any given time the Rmax element may
be oriented in any dire tion be ause of the modes in whi h the os illations are driven. We de ne the angle
bulge to denote the position of the element at whi h Rmax is attained. This angle is measured with respe t
to the line joining the enters of the two stars. The maximum radial velo ity amplitude is quanti ed using the
parameter (vr )max =max[vi ℄. At any given time, the surfa e element with the largest radius (i.e., Rmax ) and
the surfa e element with the largest outward velo ity (i.e., (vr )max ) are di erent surfa e elements.
3. TIDAL OSCILLATIONS AND STELLAR ROTATION IN CIRCULAR ORBITS
In this se tion we explore the behavior of the tidally indu ed os illations as a fun tion of =!/ , the ratio
of spin to orbital angular velo ity, for values of =0.0 3.0. The model binary system that is used onsists
of two 40 M stars in a ir ular orbit, with separation a=100 R , so that its orbital period is 12.95 days.
The radius of the star to be analyzed is R1 =20 R , and we set a depth of 0.01R1 for the layer that is
allowed to be deformed. The kinemati vis osity (Landau and Lifshitz 1984) assumed for these al ulations
is  =0.2 R2 day 1, whi h orresponds to values of the dynami al vis osity,   1  1012 gm m 1 s 1 for
surfa e densities typi al of giant stars, or to values  11014gm m 1 s 1 for surfa e densities typi al of main
sequen e stars.
Figure 1a illustrates the behavior of Rmax as a fun tion of time. The al ulation is started at t=0, and after
a brief transitory phase, a smooth, double{maximum, periodi pulsation is present. For the ase illustrated
in Figure 1a ( =0.4), Ppulse =22.43 days, the total amplitude of Rmax is 0.02 R , and the total amplitude
of (vr )max is 0.4 km/s. The lo ation of the tidal bulge, where the large amplitude in Rmax is present, is
approximately 15 deg (i.e., it is \lagging" behind) while the lo ation of the largest radial velo ity amplitudes is
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Fig. 2. Radial displa ement amplitudes of the maximum radius as a fun tion of . (a) ir ular orbits:
Triangles orrespond to the 20 R model and squares to the 22 R model. There is a signi ant in rease in
amplitudes for the larger star. No os illations are present when spin and orbital periods are syn hronized. (b)
e entri orbits: the 20 R model in an e entri (e=0.8) orbit with a major semi-axis a=500 R . Large
amplitude os illations appear at the resonan es between the spin and the orbital angular velo ity (triangles),
with smaller amplitudes at non{resonant on gurations ( ir les and squares).
at approximately +20 deg (see Figure 3a). Hen e, if this were an e lipsing binary system, the best time to dete t
large s ale photospheri motions would be before the e lipse of the os illating star. It is important to note,
however, that the lo ation at whi h maximum amplitudes o ur varies as a fun tion of . For sub{syn hronous
systems, bulge <0, but for super{shyn honous systems, bulge >0.
The pulsation period driven by the tidal for es also depends on , as illustrated in Figure 1b. For =0, the
period of os illation is equal to the orbital period. For larger values of , the period grows until approa hes
unity, where no os illations are present. For larger , the period de reases again, but for >1.6, high frequen y
os illations appear and grow in amplitude until they ompletely dominate the temporal variability behavior.
The dependen e on of the radial displa ements of the surfa e elements is illustrated in Figure 2a, where
the amplitude of Rmax is plotted. These amplitudes remain fairly similar for <1. At =1 they be ome zero.
For >1.4 the amplitudes grow rapidly, as the high frequen y os illations begin to dominate. For the binary
parameters onsidered in these al ulations, 3 seems to be an upper limit for oherent os illations, with
e e ts that ould be asso iated with turbulen e setting in for the high stellar rotation rates.
Figure 3a illustrates the radial velo ity amplitude for ea h of the 100 surfa e elements in luded in the
omputations. The ompanion star is lo ated to the right in this gure, at oordinates (100, 0). Note that in
this two{dimensional gure, there are apparently four nodes, where the velo ity is zero. In three{dimensional
spa e, this on guration is a ross{se tion at the equatorial plane. All our <2 models produ e this mode
of os illations, suggestive of of a superposition of non{radial models with the possible dominan e of l=2, m=2
on gurations.
The behavior of (vr )max as a fun tion of is illustrated in Figure 3b. Velo ities larger than 1.2 km/s are
a hieved for ases with either very small or large. The amplitudes of both Rmax and (vr )max in rease with
in reasing stellar radius, as is illustrated in Figures 2a and 3b, where the results of a few model runs with
R1 =22 R are plotted with a di erent symbol (squares) than the R1 =20 R model. The pulsation periods,
however, do not vary signi antly (see Figure 1b).
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Fig. 3. Radial velo ity amplitudes of the surfa e elements: (a) Radial velo ity amplitudes of the individual
surfa e elements for the ase of =0.5. (b) Maximum radial velo ity as a fun tion of . Squares and triangles
as in Figure 2a.
4. ECCENTRIC ORBITS
As spin and orbital angular momentum and energy are transferred in an e entri binary system through
the torques produ ed by the tides, the e entri ity is expe ted to de rease, and the system is expe ted to
approa h an equilibrium state. However, this appears not to be a smooth pro ess, unless the system rst
be omes ir ularized, and then it is for ed into orotation. This is be ause the e entri systems have a series
of resonan es that o ur when the surfa e element fa ing the ompanion at periastron returns to this same
position after ea h orbital y le, and a se ond series of resonan es for this on guration, half a y le after.
Figure 2b illustrates the di erent values of the Rmax amplitudes at the resonan es (triangles indi ating the
resonan e) and for non{resonant spin{orbit on gurations ( ir les and squares). Note the in rease in the
amplitudes for the resonant ases, and parti ularly the primary resonan es. This means that an e entri
system whi h is hanging its spin angular velo ity, will en ounter these resonan es and possibly undergo a
phase of enhan ed mass loss. This will probably modify its subsequent spin{down or spin{up rate.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have explored the impa t that tidal for es have on the surfa e layer of a star that forms part of a non{
equilibrium binary on guration; i.e., it is either not o{rotating in a ir ular orbit, or it is in an e entri orbit.
Under these onditions, surfa e os illations are ex ited. We apply a simple two{dimensional model to quantify,
if ever so rudely, the dependen e of the os illation amplitudes on several of the binary system's parameters.
We nd that the os illation amplitudes depend strongly on the stellar radius and on the ratio of rotational to
orbital angular velo ity, =!/ . Thus, large amplitude os illations may be present even on a slowly rotating
star, if departs signi antly from unity, although the fast rotators are, indeed, the most unstable systems.
For ir ular orbits and 0 < < 1:5 (ex luding =1), the tidal for es produ e a double peaked, periodi
pulsation of the tidal bulge region with periods P  Porb and larger. Superimposed, higher frequen y os illations
be ome evident for values > 1:0, growing in amplitude until they dominate ompletely for >1.5, leading
nally to the disruption of the model stellar surfa e at 3. At this point, we an no longer pro ede with
the omputations. For e entri orbits, the resonan es whi h o ur between the spin and orbital rotation rates
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lead to a non{monotoni behavior of the os illation amplitudes as a fun tion of . Thus, during the spin{down
or spin{up history of an e entri {orbit binary system, numerous unstable on gurations will be en ountered,
and thus, a smooth transition towards an equilibrium on guration is not expe ted.
Surfa e os illations an play a non{negligible role in modulating or otherwise intera ting with wind instabilities (Castor 1986; Owo ki, Castor & Rybi ki 1988), as well as providing an additional sour e of energy
and momentum that an be transferred to the wind, thereby enhan ing mass{loss rates (Willson 1986). We
suggest that stars in non{equilibrium lose binary systems are most likely to start shedding their outer layers,
through os illations indu ed by the tidal for es, even while on the main sequen e, adding to the mass{loss rates
being driven by radiation pressure. As the star leaves the MS, the tidal e e ts will be enhan ed, with possible
eruptive mass{shedding events prevailing, and thus preventing the star from ever approa hing the Ro h Lobe
on guration.
Rotation and its e e ts on the evolutionary path is a omplex problem (see Heger et al. 2000) in itself. The
in lusion of the binary intera tion e e ts into the evolutionary omputations adds to this already diÆ ult problem. However, be ause the mass{loss history of a star determines the post{MS path it will follow, it is ru ial
to quantify the impa t that tidal e e ts produ e on the mass{loss history of the star. A full understanding
of the post{MS evolutionary phases is needed for numerous problems su h as determining the hara teristi s
of starburst regions, supernovae explosions, the formation of bla k holes, and the role of ollapsing stars in
produ ing the extragala ti gamma ray bursts, and binaries may be playing a non{negligible role in most of
these.
As a nal omment regarding the roles of tidal os illations, it is interesting to note that binary WR stars
have stronger X{ray emission than omparable single stars (Pollo k 1994). It is tempting to spe ulate that
part of the ex ess X{ray emission observed in WR binary systems, may be produ ed in the sho ks that are
embedded in the stellar winds of the O{star ompanions to these WR stars.
We wish to express our gratitute to N. Langer for dis ussions held at early stages of this investigation, and
for his always useful omments and suggestions. We a knowledge support from CONACYT grant 27744-E.
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